Lower limb direct skeletal attachment. A Yucatan micropig pilot study.
Regardless of the type of prosthetic lower limb, successful ambulation requires proper prosthetic attachment. To help alleviate many of the problems associated with prosthetic attachment, direct skeletal attachment (DSA) has been proposed as an alternative to conventional sockets. The purpose of the current study was to evaluate the feasibility of lower limb DSA in a micropig model and to develop a systematic approach to the development and analysis of DSA systems. The DSA device consisted of two stages. The load-carrying stage embedded in the bone canal was designed using bone remodeling theory in conjunction with finite element analysis to approximate implant-induced remodeling and stabilization out to 36 months postimplantation. The skin-interfacing stage was designed to maintain an immutable infection barrier where the prosthesis exited the body. Following successful design, fabrication, and benchtop evaluation, the device was surgically implanted in a Yucatan micropig. The animal trial was successful out to 10 weeks and revealed potential flaws in the surgical protocol related to thermal necrosis. However, no signs of infection were present at the time of implant retrieval. While results of this pilot study support the feasibility of a DSA approach to prosthetic limb attachment, additional animal trials are necessary to prove long-term viability.